
 

 JWS Curriculum : PHYSICAL AND SENSORY 

 

Underpinning all learning in Physical and Sensory is the development of functional communication skills and the 

application of these for lifelong learning which is informed by our Core Principles:  

Safety Learning Independence  Communication Engagement 

 

Intent -Whole body Stage (P Level 1-P Level 2) 
Pupils at this stage are developing whole body sense. They gradually develop strength and ability to turn and 
hold their head. They develop body control to roll, lie on tummy and lift head then chest, supporting self. They 
can move, sit and eventually walk.  
They develop arm, then some hand control to grasp pick up objects, cross the midline and begin to make marks. 

Physical and Sensory Implementation Strategies 

Sensory 
● Tracking objects with different sensory properties (sound and visual) - using a washing line, placing 

objects to slide down  
● Mark making in sensory materials- sensory bags  

Gross motor  
● Rolling from one position to another - using a peanut ball to develop beginning rolling actions 
● Using blankets/parachute- roll to cover , roll to under  
● Sit up ball activities can be used to promote sitting up. 
● Object /apple bobbing activities to develop sensory feedback with mouths 
● Row your boat activities- adult in front on pupils passing objects between them- differentiated sizes 
● Scooter board activities to encourage arm and leg movement 

Fine motor 
● Vertical surface work big writing using paint, pens 

Other strategies 
Using ‘my turn, your turn’ to support pupils’ repetitions and ability to remember learned responses.  

 Resources and Environment 

Encourage exploration by putting interesting things beside the pupil, such as crinkly paper, or light, soft material. 
Let pupils kick and stretch freely on their tummies and backs. Have well-planned areas that allow maximum 
space to move, roll, stretch and explore in safety indoors and outdoors. Resources that move or make a noise 
when touched to stimulate reaching out with their arms and legs. Objects to be sucked, pulled, squeezed and 
held, to encourage the development of fine motor skills. 
Novelty in the environment that encourages pupils to use all of their senses and move indoors and outdoors. 
Tunnels, slopes and low-level steps to stimulate and challenge. Push-along toys and trundle trikes indoors and 
out. Plan space to encourage free movement. Resources that stimulate pupils to handle and manipulate things, 
e.g. toys with buttons to press or books with flaps to open. Gloop (cornflour and water) and a variety of Sensory 
Stimuli in trays so that pupils can enjoy putting fingers into it and lifting them out. 

 

Intent - Developing Body Control (P Level 3) 
Pupils at this stage can move independently. They demonstrate increased hand control by building and stacking, 
holding and using jugs to pour, hammers,turning pages in books and mark-making tools. They are beginning to 
use three fingers (tripod grip) to hold writing tools drawing simple shapes such as circles and lines making 



connections between their movement and the marks they make and occasionally show preference for dominant 
hand. 
They can run safely, squat with steadiness to rest or play with object on the ground, and rise to feet without 
using hands. They climb confidently, kick a large ball, walk upstairs or downstairs holding onto a rail two feet to a 
step.  

Physical and Sensory Implementation Strategies 

Fine motor skills  
● Picking up objects/block to balance on top of each other. Encourage pupils to mix different shapes when                 

building towers encouraging different grips and manipulation of shapes. 
● Use a range of writing implements to intentionally mark make, linking with movements. Copying an adult.  
● Big picture drawing while listening to a range of music to encourage a range of big and small movements                   

of shapes , expressing different feelings.  
Gross motor skills 

● Refined motor skills to support walking running using whole foot. Pupils to be assisted and support to not                  
use tip toes when walking and running- Foot print painting so pupils can see if whole foot is being used 

● Develop balance and coordination skills to support walking and climbing activities. Using outdoor play              
equipment to support- eg. cargo net. 

● Play games to encourage pupils to squat down and retrieved an object and move it to a required spot.                   
Bean bag games are good to support this.  

● Place bean bags or sensory scarves down a corridor on the route you want the pupil to walk, asking them                    
to retrieve each bean bag on the way to designated area.  

Sensory  
● Sensory stories to enable pupils to hold and use different objects linking with a story- pouring jugs of                  

water, hammers and screws. This also can support pupils interacting with the story by turning the pages                 
in the book.  

Other strategies 
When walking around the school use every opportunity to support pupils to walk with control, balance and                 
coordination when walking up and down stairs, Using whole foot when walking. 

Resources and Environment 

Anticipate children’s exuberance and ensure the space is clear and suitable for their rapid and sometimes 
unpredictable movements. Use music to stimulate exploration with rhythmic movements. Provide different 
arrangements of toys and soft play materials to encourage crawling, tumbling, rolling and climbing. Wheeled toys 
indoors and outdoors, such as trundle trikes, buggies for dolls, push carts. Items for filling, emptying and carrying, 
such as small paper carrier bags, baskets and buckets. Materials to help with jobs such as sweeping, pouring and 
digging. Sticks, rollers and moulds to use in dough, clay or sand. 

 

Intent - Combining and Applying Skills (P Level 4) 
Pupils at this stage can now move freely with pleasure and confidence in a range of ways: such as 
slithering, shuffling, rolling, crawling, walking, running, jumping, skipping, sliding and hopping. They can mount 
stairs, steps or climbing equipment using alternate feet, walks downstairs, two feet to each step while carrying a 
small object.  
They apply hand skills to draw lines and circles using gross motor movements. Use one-handed tools and 
equipment, e.g. makes snips in paper with child scissors. Hold a pencil between thumb and two fingers, near the 
point and use it with good control. They can copy some letters e.g. letters from their name. 

Physical and SensoryImplementation Strategies 

Fine motor skills  
● Pegging activities to support correct manipulation of the pencil/ pen.- sorting pegs into colours and               

moving them to different places. 
● Picking up small 2d shapes as use of fingers are a necessity, posting shapes into tins. 
● Big writing to support correct letter formation- copy from template/ example 



● Using scissors, plastic screw drivers to perform different actions. 
Gross motor skills 

● Performing single actions using thematic approach- rolling, sliding , shuffling, slithering- animal            
movements. Use books to support movement ideas and use for visual reference. 

● Walking with increased coordination skills, alternate feet- name the feet- ‘your turn , then my turn’, ‘Bill                 
and Ben’, ‘left and right’ 

● Completing jumping activities in different environments- swimming (jumping into the pool, jumping on             
lines in the pool) outside ( off equipment and on the flat) and inside ( jumping off objects , gym blocks and                      
trampettes.  

● Throwing to target ( supports accuracy) differentiated targets to high and low targets. 
Sensory  

● Dressing- completing buttons and zips to support dressing 
● Develop coordination skills when putting on trousers- pupils to be supported by a chair, using similar                

technique for walking- ‘left then right’ 
● Using mirrors to support visual feedback to develop completing zips and buttons using items they are                

wearing. 

Resources and Environment 

Plan opportunities for children to tackle a range of levels and surfaces including flat and hilly ground, grass, 
pebbles, asphalt, smooth floors and carpets. A range of large play equipment that can be used in different ways, 
such as boxes, ladders, A-frames and barrels. Time for children to experiment with equipment and to practise 
movements they choose. Real and role-play opportunities for children to create pathways, e.g. road layouts, or 
going on a picnic. CD and tape players, scarves, streamers and musical instruments so that children can respond 
spontaneously to music. Activities that involve moving and stopping, such as musical bumps. ‘ 
Tool boxes containing things that make marks, so that children can explore their use both indoors and outdoors.  

 

Intent - Control and Coordination Pre KS standards 1 
Pupils begin to use their bodies with increasing control and coordination. They travel with confidence and skill 
around, under, over and through balancing and climbing equipment,  jump off objects and land appropriately. 
They can negotiate space successfully when playing racing and chasing games with other children, adjusting 
speed or changing direction to avoid obstacles.  They show increasing control over an object in pushing, patting, 
throwing, catching or kicking it.  
They can handle tools, objects, construction and malleable materials safely and with increasing control. Show a 
preference for a dominant hand.  Use a pencil and holds it effectively, begin to use anticlockwise movement and 
retrace vertical lines to form recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed.  

Physical and SensoryImplementation Strategies 

Gross motor 
● Develop dynamics within activities differentiated speed- fast and slow- traffic light games 
● Develop spatial awareness- space chasing games to develop change of direction. 
● Increasing gross motor skills by climbing under and over obstacles 

Fine motor 
● Using differentiated cutlery to support independent eating.  
● Developing from using one to two hands supporting coordination. 
● Dressing- completing buttons and zips to support dressing 

Sensory 
● Develop coordination skills when putting on trousers- pupils to be supported by a chair, using similar                

technique for walking- ‘left then right’ 
● Using mirrors to support visual feedback to develop completing zips and buttons using items they are                

wearing. 
● Exploring different textures of food and drinks through play. 

Other strategies 

Resources and Environment 



Provide time and space to enjoy energetic play daily. Large portable equipment that children can move about 

safely and cooperatively to create their own structures, such as milk crates, tyres, large cardboard tubes. Practise 

movement skills through games with bean bags, cones, balls and hoops. Plan activities where children can 

practise moving in different ways and at different speeds, balancing, target throwing, rolling, kicking and 

catching. Mark out boundaries for some activities, such as games involving wheeled toys or balls, so that children 

can more easily regulate their own activities. Activities that give children the opportunity and motivation to 

practise manipulative skills, e.g. cooking, painting, clay and playing instruments. Small world toys, construction 

sets, threading and posting toys, dolls’ clothes and material for collage. A range of left-handed tools, especially 

left-handed scissors, as needed. Support children with physical difficulties with non slip mats, small trays for 

equipment, and triangular or thicker writing tools. A range of construction toys of different sizes, made of wood, 

rubber or plastic, that fix together in a variety of ways e.g. by twisting, pushing, slotting or magnetism. 

 
Supporting Documents 

● Sensory Strategies in JWS 
● Short Sensory Profile 
● Sensory Detectives handout 
● Sensory Regulation 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1byZr0Y9v0-EThhVICL-9xiBqZwtXxVv70e15A7piriY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HZAnMyV8FeTKlCyFv6BW9GbNr5ET6qGwL8je_5BVsKw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UYz1jpunnIFGHhu-0DLO0t4Rh7QuAnjhuQdyhhhY3t0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tir8Q8BglGkU5iZAvRsGhHtwLOQzQ7gdV-VVjUHciTg/edit

